“an official 65th UN COPUOS side-event”

Emerging Space @ COPUOS 2022
Building bridges between established and emerging space industry

This online event will provide a unique opportunity to discuss the topic of emerging space ecosystems in the context of industry collaboration between the traditional large space companies and SMEs from smaller & emerging space economies. Inputs from this discussion will be subsequently used in the Special Session, that Slovak Space Office is organising in collaboration with UNOOSA, ASD Eurospace, and Eurosity during the IAC 2022 in Paris.

Speakers:
Mr. Michal Brichta
Head of Slovak Space Office - Industry Branch
Dr. Deganit Paikowski
IAF vice-president, lecturer at Hebrew University of Jerusalem
Dr. Valanathan Munsami
ISU Chancellor, GLEC 2022 IPC Co-Chair
Mr. Pieter van Beekhuizen
Director at Bexperience, SSPF Board member, vice chair IAF CLIODN

Moderator: Mr. Daniel Šagath PhD., International Cooperation Manager at Slovak Space Office - Industry Branch

⏰ June 7th, 13:30 - 14:30 (CEST) | Online (ZOOM)